Abstract-Wearable sensing systems have facilitated a variety of applications in Wireless Health. Due to the considerable number of sensors and their constant monitoring these systems are often expensive and power hungry. Traditional approaches to sensor selection in large multisensory arrays attempt to alleviate these issues by removing redundant sensors while maintaining overall sensor predictability. However, predicting sensors is unnecessary if ultimately the system needs only to quantify diagnostic measurements specific to the application domain. We propose a new method for optimizing the design of medical sensor systems through diagnostic-based bottom-up sensor selection. We reduce the original sensor array from ninety nine to twelve sensors while maintaining a prediction error rate of less than 5% over all diagnostic metrics in our testing dataset.
INTRODUCTION
The emergence of wireless embedded sensor networks has enabled the practical application of remote monitoring and remote control in military, wildlife, and urban environments. More recently, the development of the wearable sensing system has enabled the use of wireless embedded sensor networks to monitor the human body. This has fostered the development of devices ranging from full-bodied military suits to small, disposable medical sensors.
Current efforts aim at helping medical professionals and specialists diagnose patient illness and ailments through remote surveillance. With the assistance of wireless health sensor networks, doctors will no longer need to rely solely on the information gathered through patient interviews and onsite observations, but now have the ability to gather data from the normal day to day routine of the patient, further assisting ailment and disease diagnosis.
However, wearable sensing systems are not yet in widespread use. This is due in part to the complexity of the designs of such systems, as well as the cost of the hardware and the energy constraints that often accompany such small form wireless systems. In this paper we help to resolve these issues by reducing the size of the sensor array through diagnostic-based sensor selection. Traditional approaches to sensor selection reduce the sensor array size while maintaining overall sensor predictability [1] . However, overall sensor predictability is not necessary if the device only needs to measure diagnostic metrics specific to the medical diagnosis of interest. Thus we propose a new sensor selection methodology that optimizes the sensor array while maintaining medical diagnostic metric prediction.
II. RELATED RESEARCH
Embedded sensor networking and computational sensing have been applied to solve numerous scientific and engineering challenges [2] [12] . Due to the often large networks and constant power demands of such embedded sensor systems, energy and power reduction in wireless sensor networks has been given much attention [12] .
Wearable sensing systems have been attracting a significant amount of recent attention [13] [14] [15] . Growing interest in medical-based sensing devices has also fostered interest in medical-based sensing device cost and ease of use [16] Prior research has investigated the use of gait analysis in wearable sensing systems such as sensor-equipped shoes [17] [19] [20] , however, no report has yet to leverage gait analysis directly in design time sensor selection for cost reduction and energy optimization.
III. MOTIVATION
Individual medical sensors are often very expensive and part of larger arrays. The Hermes shoe platform used in this paper contains ninety nine sensors, and each shoe alone costs thousands of dollars. With such high costs, adoption of this system by the general public is not widespread.
While traditional sensing systems that contain large sensor arrays record very thorough measurements, they are also power hungry. Wearable sensing systems are inherently mobile devices. Frequent battery recharges, replacements, and the need to carry a large power-pack are an inconvenience for the device's users and undoubtedly deter patient use.
Our sensor selection solution alleviates these issues by reducing the size of the sensor array in medical wearable sensing systems, ultimately decreasing both the cost and power requirement. Traditional approaches to sensor selection retain full sensor predictability while removing redundant sensors [1] . However, in wireless health applications of wearable sensor systems it is often the case that we need not retain full predictability across the entire sensor network, but rather predictability of a few diagnostic metrics which correlate strongly to various diseases and ailments [27] . Thus, our approach performs sensor selection with the intent to retain only the necessary diagnostic metric predictability.
IV. PRELIMINARIES

A. The Hermes Shoe Platform
We evaluate our algorithm on the Hermes shoe platform, which is designed to assess balance and instability in patients [14] . It consists of ninety nine pressure sensors distributed in each insole and integrated with a common computing platform. Our sensor placement follows the Pedar plantar pressure mapping system [28] as outlined in Figure 1 .
B. Gait Characteristics
VanSwearingen, et. al, [27] observe that various gait characteristics such as balance, step pressure and step stride contribute to the diagnosis of ailments and prediction of risk of falling in elderly persons. If the medical shoes assigned to a patient are ultimately to be used to help a medical professional discover these ailments or assess the risk of falling in a patient, then only these diagnostic metrics need be measured by the shoe.
We take into consideration the following diagnostic measurements which have been shown to be directly correlated to fall-frequency in the elderly: the average maximum step amplitude, the change in step stride, and the left-right pressure ratio [27] .
V. SENSOR SELECTION
A. Datasets
Data is collected for some tens of steps, and pressure signals are recorded over all ninety nine sensors for each shoe at 60Hz. The resulting time-dependent pressure mappings are normalized and the aforementioned gait characteristics are extracted from the full dataset.
The processed data is separated into a training set on which to perform the sensor selection, and a testing set on which to test the sensor groupings chosen by our sensor selection algorithm.
We apply our variant of combinational iterative component assembly to the training dataset and find the best sensor groupings that predict the gait characteristics individually and collectively.
B. Combinatorial iterative component assembly
Combinatorial iterative component assembly (CICA) was first introduced in [1] , however, it was originally used to find a minimal set of predictor sensors which were able to predict all other sensors to some degree of accuracy.
Similar to [1] , our optimization goal is to minimize the cost and energy consumption of the sensor network by removing sensors from the original array while preserving a specified level of accuracy. CICA is a bottom-up selection process in which a subset of best sensors are chosen based on their individual prediction scores, then iteratively combined into larger groupings until a minimal set of sensors is found that collectively predicts the chosen diagnostic metrics to some specified level of accuracy. The remaining sensors from the original array are then removed.
C. CICA Algorithm
The goal in sensor selection is to find a minimal set of sensors which can predict the gait characteristics. Our adaptation of the CICA algorithm chooses a top k set of sensors based on a metric of predictability. This metric can be generated from any prediction function suited to the relationship between the sensor measurements and the gait characteristics.
In this paper we use for the measurement of prediction the coefficient of determination of the linear regression (R 2 value) between the sensor data and the observed gait characteristics. We find there is a strong linear relationship between the sensor array data and the gait characteristics, thus it is appropriate to use linear regression analysis for the CICA prediction function.
We begin by computing the individual coefficients of determination for individual sensors against each of the gait characteristics. In the first iteration we cannot compute the prediction function for each sensor for the left-right ratio gait metric since a single sensor is incapable of measuring a signal that inherently requires a minimum of two sensors to compute.
We set aside a selection set of the top l individual predictors. In later iterations we combine each of the top l sensors with each of the top k sensor groupings to create a new set of k sensor groupings with one more sensor than the previous iteration. As the iterations progress, the sensor groupings become better and better predictors of the gait characteristics.
Since we can only measure the prediction of sensors on two gait characteristics in the first iteration, we save in the selection set the top twenty five sensors that predict the stepstride metric and the top twenty five sensors that predict the average maximum amplitude. This amounts to 50% of the total number of sensors in the original array to use for sensor selection. This is more than an ample population from which to build our minimal set of sensors considering that the R value for these sensors in our dataset ranges from near zero up to 0.90 and 0.72 for the step-stride and average maximum amplitude metrics, respectively. Since the intention is to find a minimal set of sensors that predicts all three gait characteristics, we postulate that it is highly unlikely that one of the near zero sensors will be chosen in later rounds. We find during training that this is true.
In subsequent iterations of the CICA algorithm, we combine the top l sensors from the selection set with the set of k sensor groupings. In the second iteration this simplifies to calculating a cross product of the selection set with itself, yielding l 2 sensor groupings of two. If we compute these cross products at each iteration the size of the sensor groupings grows exponentially, thus we limit our next iteration to only handling the top k sensor groupings from the previous iteration. In this case, from the set of l 2 we take the top k/4 sensor groupings that predict each of the three gait characteristics individually along with the top k/4 sensor groupings ranked by their worst individual gait metric predictor. By including this fourth grouping, we help the CICA algorithm find a balance between grouping all the best sensors for a single gait metric and finding a subset of best overall sensors.
In following iterations we take the last iteration's set of k sensor groupings and combine each of them with each of the l individual sensors from the selection set to create a set of k×l new sensor groupings and repeat the process saving only k sensor groupings for the next iteration..
The process is terminated once the minimal set of sensors that predicts the testing dataset within a specified level of accuracy is found.
VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A key observation in Figure 1a and Figure 1b is that while clear correlations exist between the measurements of a few individual sensors and the average maximum step amplitude and change in step stride, between Figure 1a and Figure 1b it is not evident if there exists a single sensor that can predict both metrics. As we increase the complexity by introducing new diagnostic metrics, the task of finding the smallest subset of sensors capable of predicting all gait metrics becomes increasingly difficult. Figure 2 are the best groupings of two, three, and four sensors found using our CICA variant. Because the top k sensor groupings at each iteration are used in subsequent iterations, it is very possible that the top grouping changes quite dramatically from one iteration to the next, or not at all. For example, in predicting the left-right ratio metric, the best grouping from an iteration was the same as the last iteration but with an additional sensor. On the other hand, the average (a) (b) (c)
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Step maximum amplitude metric saw only one sensor remain in the grouping from iteration the first iteration to the fourth. This flexibility keeps the population selection strong and diverse and helps prevent the CICA algorithm from falling into any local minimum.
We find one of the limiting factors is the predictability of the step-stride metric. While a few individual sensors had high coefficients of determination for this metric, grouping any set of sensors together did not improve its predictability as rapidly as grouping did for the other gait metrics. Figure 3 shows the average maximum amplitude and left-right ratio metrics had poor chances of predictability with small sensor groupings, but rapidly improved after a few iterations. On the other hand, the predictability of the step-stride metric remained flat even as the sensor groupings grew.
As expected, upon applying the best sensor groupings from each iteration on the testing dataset, step-stride is the worst predicted gait metric and requires a sensor grouping size of twelve before its error rate became manageable. Ultimately, we find that a minimal subset of twelve sensors is necessary to maintain a prediction error of less than 5% over all gait metrics in the testing dataset.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper we explored sensor selection in medical wearable sensing systems by way of optimizing medical diagnostic metric predictability. This method aims to make expensive and power hungry wearable sensing systems more affordable and more practical for everyday use so that they may become more widespread.
By applying our variant of the CICA algorithm and optimizing for gait metric predictability, we are able to reduce the sensor array size from ninety nine sensors to twelve, a reduction of 88%, while maintaining a prediction error rate of less than 5%.
